In this paper the notion of an H-nearring and an AH-nearring is defined as specialisations of a PK-nearring, which was introduced by Kolb (forthcoming). With the help of H-and AH-nearrings analytical models of projective and affine Hjelmslev planes are constructed. In the distributive case the notion of an H-or AH-nearring and an H-or AH-ring coincide. Finally, some propositions about the endomorphism semigroup of an AK-plane over a PKnearring are presented.
planes with neighboring elements. To be more precise, we will construct an analytical model of a projective Hjelmslev plane in Theorem 2.3, of an affine Klingenberg plane in Definition 3.1 and of an affine Hjelmslev plane in Theorem 3.3 over suitable PK-nearrings. In Section 4 we present some features of the automorphism group of an AK-plane over a PK-nearring. We show that the translations form a commutative, on the point set sharpely transitive group and that scaling by left multiplications leads to examples of endomorphism.
Preliminaries
By a nearring we understand in the following an algebraic structure (N, + ,. ) with two operations such that (N1) (N, + ) is a group. (N2) (N,') is a semigroup, and (N3) The left-distributive law holds. (N, + ,. ) is called abelian, if (N, + ) is commutative, zero-symmetric, if 0. a = 0 for all a e N (0 denotes the neutral element of (N, + )), and unitary, if (N,.) is monoid, whereby in this case 1 denotes the neutral element.
In [4] we defined the concept of a projective Klingenberg nearring (PKnearring): We remark that an ideal I in N is a additive subgroup such that au, va -wa e I for all u e I and a, v, w e N with v -w e I. In the following, given a PK-nearring, the ideal of the non-rightunits is always denoted by I. If N is a PK-nearring, then the factorization N/I is a planar nearfield. Now projective Klingenberg nearrings have a nice geometrical application. They can be used to construct projective Klingenberg planes (PK-planes). Definition 1.2. Let (P,L, l) be an incidence structure and let o be an equivalence relation (neighbor relation) both on P and L. Then (P,L,1, o) is a PK-plane, if it rsatisfies the following conditions:
(PK1) For all p,q eP with p oq there is a unique g eL such that p,q ~g.
(PK2) For all g,h eL with g oh there is a unique pep such that plg, h.
(PK3) There is a projective plane (P, L, 1) and an incidence structure epimorphism n: (P, L, 1)~ (P, L, 1) such that n(p)= n(q), iff p oq, and n(g)= n(h), iff g oh. hold for all p, q E P and g, h E L.
Given a PK-nearring N we can build a PK-plane as follows: As point set P take NxNx lwN× 1 ×Iwl xlxI, and as line set L set 1 ×NxNwI× 1 ×NwI × I × 1 (1 shall stand for {1}). Define poq, iff Pi-qiEI, and goh,, iff gi-hi EI, for p, qEP, g, hEL and i = 1,2,3. Finally, for peP and geL set pig, iff g~ Pl + g2P2 -b g3P3 ----0. It is shown in [4, Theorem 2.2] (ii) If a point is incident to a line, then the symbol 1 in their types is at different places.
(iii) In the following we write a point p as (Pl, P2, P3) (in the affine case, as (PbP2)), and a line g as [g~,g2,g3] . For two lines g, hEL, g A h shall denote the set of intersection points, if there s none or more than one, and the unique intersection, if there is exactly one.
(iv) The epimorphism n in (PK3) is defined as the application of the factorization N -~ N/I to every component of a point or a line.
There is a further important connection between the nearring and its geometry, which can be found in I-4, Theorem 2.3].
(i) If the left chain condition hold, i.e. (LCC) a E Nb or b E Na for all a, b E N, then 93/is punctally cohesive, i.e. every two different points have a joining line.
(ii) If the right-multiplications are injective, then a joining line of two different points is unique.
A definition of Hjelmslev nearrings
We now state a condition for N which assures that 93l is linearly cohesive, i.e. that two lines have at least one intersection: hold. If Ok-hk = 9jr-hjr by (PCC), then Pk = 1, pj = -r and Pi = 9jr-gk is a solution of (.). If 9, h e I x I × 1 it follows that Pie I and p is therefore a point of type nx 1 xI. In the other case there is a reI with 9j -hj = 9kr --hkr. Hence, pj = 1, Pk = --r and Pi = 9kr --9j form a solution of (.). If 9, h e I x 1 x N or g, h E I x I x 1, it follows that p e 1 x I × I. Therefore p is a point on 9 and h. [] For the next theorem we have to recall the definition of a projective Hjelmslev plane: Definition 2.2. Let 93l = (P, L, 1, o) be a punctally and linearly cohesive PK-plane. Then ~ is a projective Hjelmslev plane (PH-plane), iff the following hold:
(D1) For all p,q eP it is poq iff there are two different lines 9,h eL with p,q 1 g,h.
(D2) For all 9, h E L it is g o h iff there are two different points p, q E P with p, q 1 9, h.
The next theorem gives some information about what has to be required for a nearring to induce a PH-plane:
Theorem 2.3. Let N be a PK-nearrin9 satisfyin9 the condition (LCC) and (PCC).

Furthermore we make two additional assumptions:
(RNI) For all u el there are two different a, beN such that au = bu (rightmultiplications are not injective).
(
CPL) For all a, b E N with a -b E I there is a u EN/{0} with au = bu (existence of common points for left-multiplications). Then the PK-plane ?Ol = (P, L, 1, o) is a projective Hjelmslev plane.
Proof. By (LCC) and (PCC) ~ is punctally and linearly cohesive. So we need only to show (D1) and (D2): (D1): Let p, q E P with poq and assume that p ~ q (otherwise the assertion is obvious). Since 9Jl is punctally cohesive there is at least one line g E L with p, q, 1, g. Take a permutation i,j, k of 1, 2, 3 such that gi = Pk = qk = 1. NOW p, q 1 g implies Pi-qi = gj(qj-P j). By (RNI) it follows that there is a r ~ gl with Pi -qi = r(qj -Pi We note that every right-distributive H-nearring is an H-ring and vice versa. Indeed, condition (RNI) is equivalent to the condition that every a e I is a rightzerodivisor, and (CPL) is equivalent to the property that any a e I is a left-zerodivisor, while (PCC) is equivalent to the right-chain condition and (LCC) is the left-chain condition (for the definition of an H-or an AH-ring see [5, Eq. (2.9) ].
Attine Hjelmslev planes over nearrings
In this section we introduce the notion of an affine Hjelmslev nearring, which will allow us to construct affine Hjelmslev planes (AH-planes) over nearrings. Before doing this it may be appropriate for the moment to consider affine Klingenberg planes (AK-planes), which are generalizations of AH-planes: An AK-plane can be obtained from a PK-plane, if one takes out an arbitrary line g~o, together with all points on g~o, all lines neighboring to go, and all points, which are neighboring the points on g~o. Take as incidence and as neighboring relation the restriction of 1 and o from the PK-plane and define an equivalence relation II (parallelism) on the lines by the rule: g II h, iff there is a p x g, h. (AK3) There is an affine plane (P,L,I, II) and an incidence structure epimorphism n:
P,L,1)~(P,L,x) such that (i) poq, iff n(p)= n(q), (ii) goh, iff n(g)= n(h). (iii) if g A h = 0 then n(g)lln(h), (iv) If In(g) A n(h)l = 1 then Ig
Indeed, if we use the embedding ofgJ/into the PK-plane over N, then (AK1) follows from (PK1) follows from (PK1) and Remark 1.3 (ii) . For (AK2) we calculate, that for g eL and peP the line h = [91, 92, is parallel to g, contains p and is unique. For (AK3) we can apply the restriction of the epimorphism n in (PK3) on P and L. Then (i) and (ii) Proof. Clearly ~IR is an AK-plane, which is punctally cohesive since the PKplane ~ over N is punctally cohesive by Theorem 2.3 of [4] , and Remark 1.3(ii) holds. Now let us look at (D1): We consider the PK-plane ~ over N and conclude by the proof of Theorem 2.3 that two neighboring points p,q have two different joining lines g,h, since (RNI) hold for N. But again it follows from Remark 1.3(ii) that g, h e 1 x N x NwI x I x N. Thus, g, h e L. The other implication is obvious.
Let us turn to (D2): Let g, h e L with g o h and p e P with p i g. Then clearly either gg, h e 1 x N x N or g, h e I x 1 x N. Take a permutation i,j of 1, 2 such that gi ---hi -= 1. Since pig, it is Pi + g.iPj + g3 = 0. Now set qi = -hip j-h3 and qj = p~. Then obviously q 1 h and Pi --qi = P~ + giPJ + ga + hjpj -giPJ + h3 -ga = hjp~ -gjPj + h3 -93 e I, because hj -gj, h3 -93 E1 and I is an ideal. Thus, poq. The same argumentation applies for a q i h. Conversely, let for every p 1 g be a q 1 h with po q and vice versa. Then, with the same notation for i,j as above, choose a p e P with Pi = 0 and Pi = -g3. Then pig, and there is a q eP with qop and qi + hjq i + h3 = 0, which implies h3-g3 = P~-q~-hjq~eI, since p~-q~, 0-qjeI. Next, set r~ = 1 and ri = -y~ -#3. Then rig, and there is a sor with s~ + h~sj + ha = 0. From this we derive
hj -gj = hj Clearly every H-nearring is an AH-nearring. One can easily verify, that the rightdistributive AH-nearrings are anti-isomorphic to the AH-rings (one only has to pass over to the opposite ring).
Endomorphism of AK-planes
The object of this section is to receive some information about the endomorphism semigroup of an AK-plane over a PK-nearring. To begin, let us first define, what we mean by an endomorphism: [91,92,93] --~ [gl,g2,93 --gl, ta --g2t2] is an automorphism of~l.
Proof. It is nearly obvious that z maps P bijective on P and L bijective on L. A short calculation yield that pl g, iff z(p)lz(g), and if poq, then also Pi -qi = (P~ + t~) -(ql + tl)el for i = 1,2. Hence, z(p)oz(p). Finally, gNh implies at once v(g)llz(h). [] Note that the translations form a commutative subgroup of Aut(~), which acts sharply transitive on the point set. Hence, ~ is a translation plane.
Another source for endomorphism may be the scaling of points by left multiplications. But this situation is somewhat more complicated: [-1,gz,g3] ~ [1,rv(g2) ,r93] for gz ~Ns, -* [1, u(v(g2) [01, 1, g3"] ~ [1, v(u(gx) ),u(91)g3] for r ~Ngx and u(ga) 6Ns, ), 1,sg3] for r ~ Nga and u(gl)¢Ns, [su(gl), l, s93] forrCNgl onlxl×NcL.
Proof. It is an easy but tedious calculation to show that 6 preserves the incidence relation. For example let be g2¢Ns and rCNv (92) . 61 and v(o2)=u(v(g2) )r with u(v(g2)eI. Now suppose Pl +92P2 +03=0. Then
